Candidates for the Position of

Quality Assurance Intern
Position
Summary

A small, but emerging, technology company providing behavioral relationship management solutions that is
situated in the Perimeter Area of Atlanta is ready to onboard a uniquely qualified Quality Assurance Intern.
Working directly with the Manager of Products and Integrations, you will review new product enhancements and
assure quality (reduce bugs) in the upcoming software releases for a financial services SAAS (software as a service)
application.

Primary
Responsibilities

The position will primarily involve:
 Working 12-15 hours per week at the DNA Behavior office located in Dunwoody.
 User-based testing for new features: Developing plans to minimize bugs and speed up software
development cycles for each individual feature.
 Create mock ups, diagrams and use cases for software developers to build out new tasks.

Critical
Experience and
Qualities



Have an interest in Information Systems or IT (with relevant coursework) and set to graduate in 2016 or 2017.



Ability to communicate verbally and give precise instructions and demonstrations to individuals that work
remotely.



High comfort level using web-based tools to automate and complete tasks.



Comfortable with working in a small office environment.



Ability to operate proficiently in a Windows-based computer operating system.



Expert level Microsoft Office 2010 skills (Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook)



Collaborative and giving spirit



Ability to ask clarifying questions to ensure the intent of the task is achieved



Innate optimism, personal initiative, good listening and anticipation skills



Exceptional communication, presentation and interpersonal skills; collaborative style

Compensation
If interested

$12 per hour
1.
2.

Complete a Business DNA Assessment:
https://dnabehavior.biz/Account/RegisterByGroup/Product%20Solutions%20Intern
Submit a letter of interest and resume to Submit a letter of interest and resume to
dnaadmin@dnabehavior.com
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About DNA Behavior International
Know, Engage and Grow

DNA Behavior International, established in 2001, is an industry recognized global leader of the behavioral
management revolution for enhancing relationships and unlocking human potential. We help grow behaviorally
smart businesses and financial advisors worldwide to increase competitive advantage using the most reliable
behavioral discovery and performance development systems on cutting-edge technology platforms. Our solutions
are delivered in the areas of client experience management, financial personality management and human capital
management.

Visit http://www.dnabehavior.com/ for more information.
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